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Book Reviews
by allowing a period of weeks to elapse between reading each
chapter.
Ikerd argues that the problem of sustainability can be understood in terms of reconciling ecological soundness, economic
viability, and social responsibility. Although ecology and society
are discussed, it is, in fact, economic viability that is Ikerd’s long
suit. Ikerd advises farmers to limit debt by reducing purchased
inputs and living simply, and he counsels for careful and strategically planned diversification. He encourages production of
products that can be marketed to the emerging creative class and
describes how linkages with consumers and relatively smallscale food distribution networks can help farmers capture a larger
share of the consumer dollar. A comparison of Ikerd’s book with
Julie Guthman’s Agrarian Dreams: The Paradox of Organic
Farming in California (2004) would reveal Ikerd’s implicit focus
on the Great Plains region, where farmers neither cope with a
regulatory environment hostile to small-scale agriculture nor
with overheated real estate markets and tax policies.
Ikerd also repeatedly stresses a contrast between the philosophy of industrial agriculture and that of the sustainable
alternative. Industrial farming is an outgrowth of ethical principles that presume the ubiquity of self-interested behavior and
that see unfettered growth and competition as the only way to
channel self-seeking motives into patterns that are relatively
beneficial to society as a whole. Ikerd opposes this view with
one that endorses a rather bland (though not strictly religious)
notion of caring for others and community solidarity. He also
adds a strong dose of anticorporate libertarianism, a theme that
is difficult to reconcile with his altruism in suggesting that the
main problem with the industrial philosophy lies not in its egoism, but in its faith that unfettered economic power serves the
greatest good for the greatest number.
Although Ikerd’s philosophy is quite perceptive in its instincts, one could enumerate many internal contradictions in
execution. In fact, the primary value of Crisis & Opportunity
may be that it is a collection of speeches that encouraged and
emboldened small farmers and advocates of alternative agriculture throughout the Midwest. As such, it documents the
perceptions, values, and myths, inconsistent as they might be,
that animated and motivated a group of rural Midwesterners
not unjustly laboring under the self-image of an oppressed and
victimized minority during a critical period in the formation
of the sustainable agriculture movement. Paul B. Thompson,
Department of Agricultural, Food, and Resource Economics,
Michigan State University.
Breeding Major Food Staples. Edited by Manjit S. Kang and
P.M. Priyadarshan. Ames, IA: Blackwell Publishing, 2007. xv +
437 pp. Maps, figures, tables, references, index. $169.99 cloth.
This book will be primarily of interest to plant breeders
and people interested in global food security. As Virmani and
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Ilyas-Ahmed point out in their chapter on rice breeding, in order
to meet the global demand, we will need to produce as much
food in the next 50 years as we have produced in the 10,000
years since agriculture began. Plant breeding is clearly part
of the solution to this problem. Breeding Major Food Staples
is a guide to the improvement of the crops humanity depends
on most to meet its nutritional needs. Its strength is its global
perspective, which clearly originates from the affiliations of the
contributors, many of whom are associated with international
plant-breeding centers.
The volume begins with an overview of essential concepts
in crop improvement, including breeding methods and theory,
polyploidy, breeding for improved nutrition, genomics, and bioinformatics. These chapters are followed by species-specific ones
on rice, wheat, barley, maize, soybeans, potato, cassava, sweet
potato, and banana. Each contains background information about
the species and material essential for its genetic improvement,
including origin, global production data, what genetic resources
are available, breeding objectives, breeding strategies, and how
biotechnology can be implemented. The main biotic and abiotic
stresses are frequently tabulated, as are genes for overcoming
these stresses. Taken together, it is particularly interesting to
see how breeders have designed efficient breeding programs to
meet specific breeding objectives given the unique reproductive
mechanisms and the genetic and physical resources available.
Clear contrasts are found, for example, between the participatory
breeding strategy described for barley improvement, the industrialized breeding system used for development of maize hybrids
in the U.S. Corn Belt, and the complex ploidy manipulations used
in potato breeding. While tremendous resources have gone into
the development of hybrid rice, relatively few resources have
been devoted to the improvement of cassava.
Several crops produced in the Great Plains are covered;
however the chapters on corn and soybeans depart from the
global theme somewhat by taking the perspective of breeding
programs in the U.S. Midwest, making these chapters particularly relevant to Great Plains researchers. Those working with
alternative crops in the Great Plains will be able to find lessons
about developing efficient crop improvement systems that take
advantage of the unique features of their crops. The book’s
global view provides a beneficial context and perspective for
those of us working in the Great Plains. Paul Scott, Corn
Insects and Crop Genetics Research Unit, USDA-Agricultural
Research Service, Ames, Iowa.
The Ordinary Genius: A Life of Arnold Platt. By Ken
Hoeppner. Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 2007. xxii +
308 pp. Photographs, notes, references, index. $29.95 paper.
Arnold Platt, the Canadian plant breeder, farmer, and farmers’
union president in the mid-twentieth century, was probably not a
very likable person due to his abrasive and pushy personality. But
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